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AbstractThe work presented here aims at monitoring the dataset shift in the context of a black box predictor. The only informa-tion accessible is the soft-probabilities and the training set. The data to be tested is handled in batch which is compatiblewith a data stream context. Two mathematically motivated tools are introduced and tested to monitor the shift.

1 CONTEXT

•Objective: A classifier has been designed based ontraining samples. Monitor outputs to detect dis-crepancy between test samples and training sam-ples.•Assumption: black box model with soft probabili-ties outputs.•Method: Statistical studies of empirical distribu-tion of predicted labels given a input signal.•Note: we are not exactly checking “dataset shift”,instead we are checking if the classifier is stilladapted to the test samples. (this is what a userwants to check)
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Figure 1: Presentation of the problem

2 CHALLENGES

Detect this misadaptation with as few samples aspossible. The method should not rely on the precisestructure of the classifier.
3 CONTRIBUTION

Obtain a clean demonstration that the followingquantities contain the required information : stan-dard deviation (SD) and geometric mean (GM):
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4 APPLICATION

Detect changes in the data, therefore allowinga reliable estimate of when a new training has tobe done; detect outliers if the method is efficientenough; easy plugin method, can be used withoutdigging in the training program, and on top of an al-ready trained classifier.
5 RESULTS

Figure 2: SD statistics of the samples for a batch of size 9.Classifier is trained on the SVHN database. Mismatch set isfrom the CIFAR10
Figure 3: Mismatched data detection rate as a functionof the batch size. Model trained on CIFAR-10. Mis-matched data fromSVHN database. Squares: 5%; Triangles:0.5% FPR. em-pirical GM (blue dotted); empirical SD (blackdashed)

Visualisation of the statistics on the left and exam-ple of results on the right.
6 FUTURE WORK

Find improved criteria (SD, GM); consider a white-box context; check the performance in a variety ofapplications.
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